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It seems like the majority of U.S. voters think the economy is recovering.  The

economic data would support that assessment, but there are concerns of a stalling

out of the recovery.  Those concerns are valid as the effects of partial lockdowns are

experienced.  The large Federal budget deficit could be cause for concern, but the

CBO forecast for interest burden remains low relative to forecasted GDP growth. To

further muddy the waters, inflation expectations have picked up to the pre-

Coronavirus level.  The odds of a new stimulus deal keep dropping which could

negatively impact consumer spending.  At the same time, it appears that parents

with kids in virtual school are expecting a drop in income and mobility data is

declining which could also negatively impact consumer spending. Retail sales have

adjusted and are back on a good trajectory but they could easily decline if the

consumer retrenches.  The election is driving most of the news cycle so we provided

some historical context.

The charts on the next pages will help illustrate the aforementioned economic

indicators.

ECONOMIC SUMMARY
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Source: https://www.statista.com/chart/22937/americans-see-
economy-as-recovering/



Source: : https://www.newyorkfed.org/microeconomics/sce#indicators/inflation-expectations/g1

Source: https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-09-11/america-s-20-trillion-debt-pile-is-getting-cheaper-
as-it-grows and The Daily Shot and CBO
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Source: https://www.statista.com/chart/21760/monthly-retail-
sales-in-the-united-states/
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Where's the excitement?

Most of the major U.S. stock

indices were negative again this

week. Rather than focus on sector

and factor performance this week,

we are going to discuss potentially

more impactful issues.  Manias and

bubbles have been around for

thousands of years.  They are

simply a reflection of our human

nature and, thus, they are part of

our investment experience.  We

need to understand this in order to

manage short-term expectations

and allows ourselves to move

towards our long-term financial

goals.  One of the variables driving

the current trend is call options.

Those are leveraged, speculative

investments that can win big or

lose big.  Either way, they impact

the markets, typically by driving

up volatility.

Last, but not least, the number of

Zombie companies is approaching

the year 2000 peak.  So, it seems

prudent, now more than ever, to

know what you own and why you

own it.

The charts on the next page relate

to the comments above.

MARKET SUMMARY
Understanding the

markets can help
us build a better

plan for our
financial futures

AND sleep easier
at night.
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Keeping up to date
on the pandemic

will hopefully help
you plan your

finances as well as
your life.

Schools back?

In the U.S, Coronavirus cases seem

to be stable or declining.

Governments in South America

and India are trying to get their

outbreaks under control.  On the

vaccine front, wealthy countries

have bought up a large amount of

the anticipated vaccine supply.

CORONAVIRUS UPDATE

Please continue to stay safe and

take the necessary precautions

during this difficult time.



Source: Statista



Financial planning
is an ongoing

process that
evolves with your

life's changing
circumstances.

Estate Planning is mostly a selfless act.

If you already have your estate

plan squared away, then well done.  

If not, or if it has been a few years

since you reviewed it, please look

into it. We can help if you have

questions.

We are having a complimentary

virtual Estate Planning Seminar on

Tuesday, October 6th from 6:00

pm to 7:00 pm.  Please feel free to

sign up or send the information to

your friends.  Scott Walker, Estate

Attorney, will be joining us and

presenting on the Basics of Estate

Planning.

Sign up at the link below.

https://financeinsights.net/JN8HbA

2Sv7WPfjrKOt2EXv?

fbclid=IwAR3_31R1VT7-

bQz2Njn0t0Ue7aYjQkM0H2Gl5X5

LoDEMGOEwWb8vit_rkf8

FINANCIAL PLANNING UPDATE



Getting closer...

Another down week is behind us.

The weakness in the markets

seems appropriate given some of

the short-term trends in the

economic data and the uncertainty

around the next round of fiscal

stimulus.  The financial markets

are being supported by monetary

stimulus and are fragmented.

Healthy companies along with

unhealthy companies are being

lifted.  That is typically

unsustainable.  Eventually, the

tides goes out....

CONCLUSION

If you have quesitons and/or

concerns, please give us a call.  We

are here to help.  If this update has

been forwarded to you and you

would like to be included on future

emails, please subscribe at our

website at www.323wm.com.  

Thank you very much

for your time.

Note:

The graphs and charts in this email

were gathered from Koyfin, The

Daily Shot, FactSet, The

Economist, Statista, and a Covid

tracker

(https://datastudio.google.com/u/0

/reporting/c8a0edc3-2d74-4d85-

9b7a-5ab335eb76b6/page/1XLJB)

Services are

offered through 323 Wealth

Management, LLC, a Registered

Investment Adviser in

the State of Texas.
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